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Do move cubicle to logistics division and
return 4/1/66.

Enclosed for the record are 12 copies of LHI
reflecting New York office contact of established inform-

ants friendly with FDR's activities regarding the alleged

departure of the FDR nature.  Also enclosed for

Dallas and Detroit are one copy each of same LHI.

The confidential informants referred to herein

as contacted by the New York office are the following:

Date of Contact  Identity of person

1-Thomas (29) (Name? 10)

1-Scott (29) (Name? 3, 5)

1-Scott (29) (Name? 1)

1-Scott (29) (Name? 3)

1-Scott (29) (Name? 3)

1-Brown (29) (Name? 10)

1-Brown (29) (Name? 10)

1-Brown (29) (Name? 10)
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